REGULATION VI INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM NOIR FESTIVAL NOVEMBRE NEGRE
The Cultural Association Philip & Sam, in collaboration with the City Council of Sagunto and the
Cultural Association Pezenelagua, organise the VI Festival of Short Films for young people
NOVEMBRE NEGRE, themed on film noir.
Purpose of the Contest
The purpose of the call for this prize is to offer the participants the opportunity to boost their
creativity and disseminate their works.
CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
1. Registration will be completed online through the Sample web. It is necessary to send a link
so that the Jury can watch each work.
2. All participants have to complete the registration form available on the website
www.novembrenegre.es. All fields must be completed, and if any of them is not filled in
correctly, the organization reserves the right to invalidate the participant.
3. There is no limit in the number of short films that each author can present.
4. The duration shall not exceed 30 minutes, including credits.
5. The topic will be of free choice, with the only condition that the short film is within the
genre called "Black Cinema" or film noir. Those works whose content does not respect these
requirements may be rejected.
6. Participants have to be between 16 and 35 years old. The same age condition is for the
holder of the exhibition rights of works submitted to competition, and so is the soundtrack.
7. The highest rated short films will participate in the only public exhibition that the
organization will undertake for the selection of the Audience Award.
8. Short films may be in any language and must be accompanied by subtitles in Spanish or
Valencian-Catalan. Subtitles should be automatically reproduced with the audio of the film.
Those films which don’t meet this requirement will be invalidated. The short films presented in
Spanish or Valencian do not need any subtitles.

9. The short films can also be registered through the platform Click for Festivals.
www.clickforfestivals.com
10. The organization reserves the right to cancel the competition, when there are causes of
force majeure, without this being subject to any kind of claim.
PRESENTATION TERM
The dates to register the works are from 00:00 hours of October 4 until 00:00 of October 31.
All short films received after the deadline will be automatically excluded. The fact of
participating in the contest supposes the full acceptance of the present bases, being the
organization authorized to solve any eventuality.
JURY
An initial assesment of the works presented will be made by a selection committee which will
be designated by professionals from Pezenelagua Cultural Association and Philip & Sam
Cultural Association. This committee will be in charge of selecting the works that will go to the
final stage. The organizing committee will appoint a jury that will see the finalist works for its
later score. This jury will establish in its first meeting the criteria of punctuation. In any case,
the decision of the jury will be final. The organization will publish the title of winner and the
works selected to be viewed during the festival on the website www.novembrenegre.es. These
works will be the finalists. This works will be the finalists of Public Prize.
AWARDS
The jury will award the following prizes:
- JURY NN '18 PRIZE for the Best Short Film produced / directed by young people from 18 to 35
years. It is endowed with a cash prize of 600 euros.
- PUBLIC PRIZE NN'18 for the best Short film, chosen by the public, during the viewing of the
25th of November. It is endowed with a cash prize of 300 euros.

